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Francis Bacon
A Terrible Beauty

Why is this exhibition taking place?
This exhibition is taking place to celebrate the 100th
birthday of Francis Bacon and The Hugh Lane’s
immense archive of Francis Bacon’s Studio Material.
On 28 October 1909 Francis Bacon was born in a
nursing home at 63 Lower Baggot Street in Dublin.
The house where he was born near Merrion Square
still exists and is today marked by a plaque. Francis
Bacon died on 28 April 1992 in Madrid.
On display in this exhibition you will see a number
of Bacon’s paintings and a variety of items from
the artist’s Studio, which served him as sources
of inspiration. In 1998 Bacon’s Studio was donated
to The Hugh Lane by his sole heir, John Edwards.
Over 7,000 items were found in the Studio, including
photographs, torn pages from books, unfinished
paintings and slashed canvases. Many of these
items are included in this exhibition, helping us to
get a better understanding of how the artist worked
and lived.
After 7 March 2010, the show will travel to Compton
Verney in England.
Who is Francis Bacon?
Francis Bacon is one of the most famous artists of the
20th century. He became well known for his figurative
painting, which means that he depicted human beings,
animals or objects. Do you know any other famous
figurative painters from the last century? A large
number of his paintings were portraits of his friends.
You can find several of them in this exhibition.

Exhibition Detective
Look at the list of questions below. By answering these questions
when you are looking at a painting or a Studio item in the exhibition,
you will learn a lot about it! As contents from the Studio are on
display as well as artworks, you should think about what it is you
are looking at, and what purpose it has now or had to the artist.
Paintings
As you walk around the gallery you will come across 15 paintings
by Francis Bacon. Which is your favourite? Why? Maybe it is
because of its size, or its unusual subject or the artist’s choice
of colour.
How are the objects in the painting arranged?
Do you think one part is more prominent than another? Why?
Describe tone/colour/texture.
What do you think is the subject matter of the painting?
Choose two artworks to compare and contrast?
When Bacon is depicting certain objects or subjects, are
they realistic in your opinion? Explain your answer.
If you were speaking to someone who wasn’t in the room, how
would you describe the painting to them?
What is the general mood/atmosphere?
Why did you choose this artwork? Describe what caught
your attention.
Studio Items
Do you think the item has been used by the artist very often?
Why?
Where does this item come from? What material is it?
What do you think might have attracted Bacon’s attention?
Describe its condition (size, composition, has the artist torn
or manipulated it).
Pairs
Can you find any shape, subject, colour, object or person that
you have seen in the studio items repeat in any of the paintings
on display?
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You can use this map to help you
find your way around the different
rooms of the exhibition.
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Francis Bacon’s life and work

1

Francis Bacon lived in Ireland until
he was 16 years old. His father, Eddy
Bacon trained racehorses and the
Bacon family lived in the countryside
near Dublin. You can find pictures
of the houses he lived in, on display!
After an argument with his father
Bacon left home. It is said that Eddy
Bacon discovered that his son was
homosexual and kicked him out.
Bacon temporarily went to London,
travelled to Berlin and later to Paris,
surviving on occasional jobs. The big,
vivid cities with their rich cultural life
fascinated and influenced the young
man, who wasn’t yet 20 years old.
When he came back to London in the
late 1920s, he worked as an interior
designer and created furniture, rugs,
tables and mirrors to decorate people’s
houses. Although he was successful in
this job, it was not what he wanted to
do for the rest of his life.
In Paris, Bacon had seen an exhibition
by the Spanish artist Pablo Picasso
that he could not forget. This exhibition
inspired him to become a painter.
As he had not attended an art college,
he had to teach himself how to paint.
He read about other artisits and
practiced different styles, just like you
do in class.
2
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1 Bacon and his mother Winifred Bacon
2 Torn leaf from book showing ceramic female
bust by Pablo Picasso
3 Francis Bacon, Three Studies for Figures at
the Base of a Crucifixion (1944), © Tate
London, 2009

3

In the early 1930s when he had
developed his skills and personal style
the art world in London began to take
notice of him. At the end of the Second
World War in 1945, Francis Bacon
became known to a broader audience
because he exhibited a painting that
touched people very much at this time.
It shows three creatures that seem to
have come from a nightmare. Maybe
they make you think of creatures from
a horror movie? In the 1940s it
reminded people of the horrors of the
Second World War.

The painting Three Studies for Figures
at the Base of a Crucifixion, c.1944
consists of three paintings next to each
other, with the emphasis on the middle
panel. Bacon loved this format, which
is called a triptych, and he painted
many triptychs in his lifetime. Soon
Bacon’s art was appreciated all over
the world and he became well known
for his very own unique style.
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life and work continued

Bacon’s paintings are often described
as enigmatic, shocking, horrific and
terrible. People see the dark side
of human life represented in his art.
Themes like isolation, violence and
even death are associated with his
paintings. When you go through the
exhibition, can you imagine why people
think that about Bacon’s work? Would
you agree?

images of their faces, legs or arms
mixed with other images. You can find
his friends Henrietta Moraes and John
Edwards depicted in paintings in this
exhibition as well as his partner
Peter Lacy.

Often the figures in his paintings look
as if they have been taken apart and
reassembled in an unusual way Have
a close look at the finished paintings in
the exhibition. What do you think
about the way Bacon has represented
the figures in them?
An important aspect of Bacon’s art
is that it is very closely linked to his
private life. His portraits are almost
always of his friends, acquaintances
and his partners. The same people
can be found in many of his paintings,
although Bacon might only be using
1
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Throughout his life Bacon constantly
looked at the work of other artists
for inspiration and also used his own
previous paintings as inspiration.
Influences included artists such as
Rembrandt, van Gogh, Velázquez,
Picasso, Michelangelo, Ingres and
Marcel Duchamp. There is a special
room dedicated to art and artists in
this exhibition. Most famously during
the 1950’s Bacon depicted a series of
screaming Popes based on the Portrait
of Innocent X by Velázquez. Bacon
never saw the original artwork, instead
he chose to use secondary source
black and white reproductions of the
painting in various books as inspiration.
Unlike many artists Francis Bacon
was celebrated in his own lifetime
and his paintings sold for high prices.
Landmarks during Bacon’s career
included two major retrospectives of
his works at the Tate Gallery in London
in 1962 and 1985, and a retrospective
in Paris at the Grand Palais in 1971.
The term retrospective describes an
exhibition showing an overview of
an artist’s work from their life until
that point. It is a great honour for the
artist. Bacon’s first major exhibition
in the USA took place in New York’s
Metropolitan Museum in 1975.

Francis Bacon loved to travel and
spent long periods of his life in Monte
Carlo, Tangier and Paris but he mainly
lived in London. He lived at 7 Reece
Mews for over 30 years.

2

1 Francis Bacon, Portrait of Henrietta Moraes
1969, Christie’s, London
2 Francis Bacon, Untitled (Study after Vetazquez)
1950, The Estate of Francis Bacon Collection
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The Studio
1

2

The artist’s Studio was located at 7
Reece Mews, in South Kensington,
London, in a former coach house in a
cobbled stone lane. There were two
garages on the ground floor and apart
from the Studio on the first floor, there
was a living room/bedroom and a
kitchen/bathroom. It was a very modest
habitat for a wealthy artist. Bacon used
the Studio in London from 1961 until
his death in 1992. He painted there,
sketched and was inspired by all the
material he had collected over time.
What is your first impression when you
look at the Studio? Isn’t it a mess?
You can hardly see the floor under the
countless layers of material. Bacon
said about his Studio:
‘…I’ve been here for nearly thirty years
now and it suits me very well. I cannot
work in places that are too tidy. It’s
much easier for me to paint in a place
like this which is a mess…’
Is this how you like to do your artwork?
Think about how you arrange your work
space when you paint/draw etc.
There are brushes, paint tubes,
stencils, slashed and unfinished
canvases mixed with newspaper
cuttings, photographs, books,
magazines, old sweaters and vinyl
records. Over 7,000 items were found.
But that chaos was essential for
Bacon’s work as a painter. He pointed
out that he was inspired by everything
he saw and that he would absorb
images like a sponge absorbs water.
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3

You can find many of the images that
are lying in the Studio included in the
finished paintings.
When Francis Bacon died in 1992 he
bequeathed all his belongings to his
best friend John Edwards - including
his Studio in London and its contents.
4

1	Photograph of Bacon standing at the top of
the stairs at 7 Reece Mews by J.S. Lewinski
2 Francis Bacon and John Edwards
3 Francis Bacon’s Studio and Living 		
Room / Bedroom at 7 Reece Mews. 		
Photograph, Perry Ogden
4 Archeological Sketch of Studio

It took some years to decide what
to do with it and how to handle the
precious but chaotic contents, but
in 1998 the Studio was donated to
Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane
by John Edwards. But you couldn’t
just pack it all into boxes and send it
to Ireland! A team of experts worked
on moving the Studio using
archeological methods. All items
got numbers and their exact positions
in the Studio were recorded with
drawings and photographs, then
reconstructed in Dublin exactly as
they were. Even the dust from the
studio floor was collected and
scattered back again.
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The Studio continued

1

Furthermore, everything had to be
handled with much care because
some of the items were very fragile
and were at risk of being damaged
during the removal.

The original Studio’s walls, doors and
the wooden staircase, which led to the
ground floor, were reconstructed as
well. Why do you think that was done?
Have a close look at the Studio walls.

Since 2001 Francis Bacon’s Studio
has been on permenant display at The
Hugh Lane in a dedicated exhibition
space. Today all the items are compiled
in a digital database in the Gallery
to help researchers. You can see
many of the items on the Touch
Screen Terminals.

Photography was a major influence
on Bacon. He asked his friend John
Deakin to take pictures of some of
their mutual friends during the 1960’s.
Numerous photos of Henrietta Moraes,
Isabel Rawsthorne, Lucian Freud
and George Dyer were found. Some
of Bacon’s most famous paintings
were inspired by these photographs.
Countless images of George Dyer
were found and a selection of them

Do you think it is a successful way to
display the studio objects? Why?
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2

is on display in Gallery 10. Bacon also
owned lots of photos of himself, which
he used as references for his selfportraits.
The artist was also fascinated by
pictures by Eadweard Muybridge,
who had photographed animals and
humans walking, jumping or climbing
stairs to illustrate the movement of their
muscles, limbs and bodies as a whole.
They were first published as Animal
Locomotion in 1887.

3

1 Black and white photograph of a 		
zebra carcass, taken from The End of the
Game (1965), Peter Beard
2 Photograph of George Dyer, by John Deakin
3 Page from Animals in Locomotion (1887),
Eadweard Muybridge

The US photographer Peter Beard,
another friend of Bacon’s, provided him
with pictures of animals. Beard took
trips to Africa in the 1950’s and 1960’s
documenting the demise of its wildlife.
He published these pictures in a book
called The End of the Game (1965).
Both Animal Locomotion and The
End of the Game were found in the
Studio. Find the work of these two
photographers in the exhibition!
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Study for a Figure

objects in the painting and how are
they arranged? What colours are used
in the painting and how do they work
together? What effect does the colour
palette have on the composition?

Title Study for a Figure
Date 1944-5
Material Oil on canvas
Dimensions 122 x 104cm
Permanent Location Peter Simon Family
Collection, London

Isn’t this a strange creature? Is it a
human being or a bird? Does it have
arms? Is it resting on a table? What
is the creature wearing? Lots of
questions for you to think about! Maybe
it will help you to describe the painting
first. What is in the foreground, what
is in the background? What are the
14

All together, this doesn’t seem to be a
very realistic painting. Have you ever
seen a figure like this? Maybe only in a
dream! The artistic style, which works
with images emerging from dreams
and pure fantasy is called Surrealism.
The movement developed in France
in the early 1920s and had a great
impact on the art of the last century.
Surrealist art can be very true to life at
first sight, but when you have a second
look, often the way in which objects,
people or landscapes are combined
is not logical. Famous artists of this
movement that you may know include
Salvador Dalí, René Magritte and
Joan Miró. Why don’t you try to find
out more about Surrealism? Have you
ever dreamed about strange creatures
that do not exist in real life? What did
they look like? Why not draw some
of them?
Early in his career Bacon was
inspired by this French movement
and especially by certain Surrealist
paintings by the Spanish painter Pablo
Picasso and Surrealist films by his
compatriot Luis Buñuel. The forms in
Study for a Figure are reminiscent of

Picasso’s Bathers of the 1930s of
which Bacon spoke highly. Picasso’s
paintings from this period distinguish
themselves by enlongated limbs that
sometimes look like a hose rather than
a part of the body. Just like Bacon’s
creatures, Picasso’s figures seem to
be pieced together in an odd way.
Another influence for this painting can
be found in a book called ‘Phenomena
of Materialisation’ written by the
German author Albert von SchrenckNotzing. He believed in spirits and
ghosts and he even thought that
these beings from another world
could somehow cross the border
to our reality and appear to us as a
material that he called ectoplasm!
Von Schrenck-Notzing and his friends
regularly tried to contact ghosts in
special gatherings called a séance.
As soon as he thought that a ghost
would materialize he took a photograph
of it. Lots of these photos are collected
in his book, which was published in
1920. Bacon had a copy of the book
in his Studio and used it as inspiration
for his work. Try to find the book in
the exhibition!

closely to Study for a Figure. Do you
believe in ghosts? Do you think that it
is possible to photograph or film them?
Bacon liked to use his own paintings
as a source of inspiration, just like he
used photographs and images of work
by other artists. You can find numerous
images of his own work on the Studio
floor, on it’s walls and also on the walls
of his kitchen. The figure from Study
for a Figure is also found in the left
hand panel of the triptych Three
Studies for Figures at the Base of
a Crucifixion (c. 1944), which is a
very important early work by Francis
Bacon. Maybe you remember it? This
is the painting that made him famous
in the UK! Unlike the Three Studies for
Figures at the Base of a Crucifixion
(see Bacon’s Life and Work), which
was painted on board (a cheaper
alternative), this study is painted
on canvas.
What feelings and atmosphere does
the figure radiate? Do you find it
threatening or peaceful? Why?

The image that Bacon used as
inspiration for this particular painting
shows a woman with a supernatural
apparition on her shoulder. The hairdo
of the figure and her profile relate
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Head II					

This painting is the second in a series
of six paintings that Bacon made in
1948 and 1949. It shows the head of
a creature in front of a curtain with a
widely opened mouth full of dangerous
looking teeth. But the rest of the figure
is missing!

Title Head II				
Date 1949
Material Oil on canvas
Dimensions 80x 63.3cm
Permanent Location Ulster Museum and Art
Gallery, National Museums Northern Ireland

Bacon was fascinated by pictures of
the human mouth and by screams.
What does a scream mean/
communicate? He uses this theme in
many of his paintings. One source of
inspiration for his screaming figures
was a painting by the French painter
Nicolas Poussin. In Massacre of
the Innocents (1630/1) a woman is
screaming because a soldier is about
to kill her child. Francis Bacon saw
this painting by Poussin in a museum
at Chantilly when he was living in
France in the 1920s. Another image
that influenced him comes from
the Russian silent movie Battleship
Potemkin (1926) by Sergei Eisenstein.
The scene impressed Bacon so much,
that he used it again and again as
inspiration for his paintings. It shows
a woman screaming as she is hit by
a gunshot. Can you see the similarity
between the nurses glasses and the
eye in Head II ?
Bacon also loved books on diseases of
the human mouth. Lots of people have
discussed what the wide-open mouth

1
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1 Still image from Battleship Potemkin

in his works means. Some suggest it
could express aggression, pain or fear
but others think it is open for laughter.
Some people are even convinced that
the creature gasps for air. This idea
developed because Bacon suffered
from asthma. What is your opinion?
But does Head II actually depict a
human being? Can you find attributes
which could be described as animallike? What animal could have inspired
Bacon? Have a close look at the
objects surrounding the head!
One feature which could help you
is the application of paint, especially
when you have a look at the curtain
in the background. Bacon applied
many many layers of paint, it is so thick,
this technique creates a rutted and
wrinkled texture that can be compared
to an animal’s skin.
Bacon destroyed many paintings
that he did not like. It seems as if
Head II could have been slashed and
abandoned. Bacon explained it was
only ‘saved’ through the continued
application of paint over months.
By applying more layers of paint, he
created something he was happy to
keep. Do you think an artist can work
on a piece of art for too long? How
much time do you spend on any
one piece?

Head II is one of the first examples of
Bacon working on unprimed canvas.
Most canvases that artists buy are
primed. This primer is applied to the
canvas to prevent the artist’s paint from
soaking directly into the fabric, like an
undercoat. This means the paint takes
longer to dry, which gives the painter
more time to think about his work
and even to correct mistakes. Francis
Bacon explained that he first used
the unprimed backside of the canvas
because he was running out of money
and all of his canvases were already
used. So he simply turned them around
and used them again. But then he
discovered that he liked the way it held
the paint with more bite! He liked that
he was unable to make changes and
the fast way the paint was absorbed
into the material. This technique
forced him to be more decisive
and spontaneous.
How many colours can you count in
the painting? How do you think the
choice of colours affect the general
mood of the painting?
Did you notice the little safety pin on
the curtain in the background? Why is
it there?
What do you think the white arrow is
pointing at?
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Head III	

Head III is a portrait of Peter Lacy, one
of Bacon’s former partners. It is part
of a series of four paintings created in
1961 and was originally called Small
Head on Black Ground No. 3. Three
out of the four works show Peter Lacy.
Francis Bacon and Peter Lacy met
around 1952 and they soon started a
very turbulent relationship determined
by strong affection but also by bitter
arguements. Lacy moved to Tangier,
Morocco, in the mid-50s where Bacon
would visit him regularly.

Title Head III
Date 1961
Material Oil on canvas
Dimensions 35.5x30.5cm
Permanent Location Private Collection

In London, where Bacon was living,
homosexuality was illegal until 1969
and you could be arrested if you were
caught holding hands in public! Did
you know that homosexuality was only
legalized in the Republic of Ireland in
1993? Many homosexuals went to
Tangier in the 1950s, just like Peter
Lacy. Homosexuality was tolerated in
the Moroccan harbour city and the
open atmosphere allowed a much freer
and easier life. Tangier attracted many
intellectuals and the writers Tenessee
Williams, Truman Capote, William
Burroughs and Allen Ginsberg lived
there temporarily.
Can you guess Bacon’s feelings
towards the person in this painting?
Why do you think this? It is assumed
that the relationship between the two
men was over when it was made.
What do you think?
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1 Photograph of Peter Lacy, by John Deakin

1

Lacy died shortly after in Tangier
in 1962 and Bacon received the
message of his death at the opening
day of his retrospective at the Tate
Gallery. Isn’t that tragic?
Head III is unusual amongst Bacon’s
portrait heads as it includes Lacy’s
hand, on which his chin rests. What
feelings does this gesture express?
Do you think it is a good choice for a
portrait pose? Have a closer look at the
hand. Is it painted in the same way as
the face?
Describe the use of colour in the face.
What do you think could be expressed
by the red dashes of paint?
Take another close look at the features
of Peter Lacy’s face. The back of
his head disintegrates into the dark
background and the left side is
dented. What do you think about the
representation of the nose, the lips, the
cheek and the eye? Do you think this is
a naturalistic/realistic portrait? Would
you recognise him on the street? You
can find photographs of Peter Lacy in
the exhibition. Does the painting look
like him? What do you think is the
circular form around the person’s left
eye referring to?
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Head III Continued
1 Torn leaf from book showing a Self-Portrait,
by Rembrandt

Why did Bacon paint the background
all in black? How does that change our
perception of the other colours in the
painting? Why?

1

Bacon used paintings by other artists
as inspiration for his own works. Head
III, with its dark background and the
head in the centre of the canvas, very
much reminds us of paintings by the
famous Dutch painter Rembrandt
H. van Rijn, who lived in Amsterdam
in the 17th century. Valued for his
portraits, etchings, historical paintings
and group portraits, he was wellknown in his lifetime. Bacon especially
admired Rembrandt’s late self-portraits.
Catalogues on Rembrandt and torn
out leaves from books and magazines
showing paintings by Rembrandt were
found in the Studio. Have a close
look at the items in Gallery 14 of this
exhibition. Can you find the Rembrandt
self-portrait shown here?
Head III was the first series of portraits
for which Francis Bacon used the 14
x 12 inch format (approximately 35.5
x 30.5 cm). He liked this format so
much that he continued to use is until
the end of his life. You will find two
other portraits of the same size in the
exhibition, Portrait of Henrietta Moraes
(1969) and Untitled (John Edwards)
(1984). Does the size/format of the
work have any impact on how you
experience/ view it?
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Portrait of John Edwards

Portrait of John Edwards is a quiet,
yet severe painting. The background
is painted in one beige colour which
does not vary and can therefore be
described as homogenous. The same
can be said about the black square
behind the figure.
How would you describe the colours
used for the figure? Look especially
at the face of the man. Bacon used
many different colours to shape the
profile. In fact, he put a great deal
of effort into shading the face and
the body of the figure with different
kinds of pink, white, black, red, blue
and brown. The contrast between
the calm and clear/sharp geometric
background and the vivid depiction
of the man, sitting cross-legged on
a chair makes us look even closer at
the figure. An effect which Bacon has
used in many of his paintings. Bacon
once said, ‘increasingly I’ve wanted
to make the images simpler and more
complicated… it can work more starkly
if the background is very united and
clear.’ What do you think? Does this
contrast work?

Title Portrait of John Edwards
Date 1988
Material Oil on canvas
Dimensions 198x147.5
Permanent Location The Estate of Francis Bacon

Although this painting is called Portrait
of John Edwards, who was Bacon’s
best friend and sole heir, the picture
actually depicts two different people.
How can that be? As we know from
the unfinished canvases and the
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Portrait of John Edwards continued

1

archive material, Francis Bacon mixed
and mingled various sources in his
paintings. In this case the profile can
clearly be seen as John Edwards.
Bacon owned photographs of
Edwards. He may have used these as
models for this work, like the one on
the next page.
The lower part of the body belongs
to Bacon’s former partner George
Dyer who died in 1971. John Deakin’s
photograph above of Dyer sitting
cross-legged in his underpants, also
served as a model for many other
paintings, for example Study of George
Dyer (1971) and Triptych - August
1972 (1972). You can tell by the sheer
number of photographs of George
Dyer in the studio how important they
were to Bacon!

What was Bacon’s relation to these
people? John Edwards met Francis
Bacon in 1974 and was a close friend
for over 20 years! John Edwards
enjoyed photography just like Bacon
and Bacon encouraged him to study
it seriously. Eventually, Edwards took
photographs on the artist’s behalf,
many of which Bacon used in his
paintings. At the same time, Edwards
is the subject of some of Bacon’s most
significant portraits. Portrait of John
Edwards (1988) is not the only one
in the exhibition! Can you find more
portraits of John Edwards?

1 Photograph of George Dyer, by John Deakin
2 Photograph of John Edwards
22

2

Francis Bacon met George Dyer in
the 60s and Dyer was Bacon’s model,
friend and lover. But apart from that
a sad story ties the two men. Having
a heavy drinking problem, Dyer soon
depended on the artist, both financially
and emotionally. He accompanied
Bacon to Paris to attend the opening
of his retrospective at the Grand
Palais in Paris in 1971. Two days
before the event, Dyer was found dead
from a drink and drugs overdose in
the hotel bathroom. It is assumed that
he commited suicide. Shocked and
scarred by his death, Bacon painted
portraits of Dyer obsessively. The artist
never forgot George Dyer and he used
Deakin’s photographs of him in his
work for the rest of his life.

What do you think about the
combination of images of the two
men in one portrait?
What do you think the pink puddle
is illustrating and why do you think it
is connected to the chair and to the
foot? Some people think that it could
be a shadow. For Bacon the relation
between shadow and figure is like
the toss of a coin, representing death
and life. But if it is a shadow being
cast, where is the source of light?
What could the black square in the
background stand for? What effect
does this black square have on the
appearance of the figure?
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Untitled (SELF-Portrait)		

Together with over a hundred slashed
canvases, six unfinished works were
found in Bacon’s Studio. They are
all at different stages of completion,
and all are permenantly on display
in The Hugh Lane. Today they help
us to understand Bacon’s working
processes. It is also very interesting
to study unfinished paintings from
different periods of Bacon’s career.
They tell us how his material, methods,
skills and techniques changed and
developed over time.

Title Untitled (Self-Portrait)
Date 1991-1992
Material Oil on canvas
Dimensions 198.2 x 146.7cm
Permanent Location Dublin City Gallery
The Hugh Lane

Untitled (Self–Portrait) was found
on the artist’s easel after his death
in April 1992. His sister Ianthe Knott
said that she had seen it in his Studio
the previous November. Although 82
years old and not in the best of health,
Francis Bacon still attempted to create
big works like this. This painting
reveals a number of very intriguing
facts. You can learn a lot about
Bacon’s unique methods/processes by
looking closely at this unfinished work.
A composition is the way in which the
artist arranges the figures/objects,
the perspective and the colours in
a painting. The composition also
determines in what way the viewer’s
eye moves across the painting. If
you have another look at the finished
paintings you can explore how that
works! What attracts your attention
first? Do objects or people in the
painting point to any other object?
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1 Photograph of Francis Bacon, by John Deakin
2 Photograph of George Dyer, by John Deakin

1

Does the positioning or colour of the
figure determine the focal point of the
composition? The figures, the seat and
the framing device have been sketched
on the canvas. Can you guess how
many figures Bacon might have
intended to paint? The different colours
of the sketches might help you. Can
you imagine what the figure is resting
on? What could the black rectangular
lines stand for? Also have a look at the
other paintings in the exhibition - some
of them contain similar constructs.
How could Bacon have done the regular
circle in the composition? And why?
We know for certain, that he began a
painting by concentrating on the figure
rather than on the background. But
apparently, Bacon had not decided
about the final appearance of this
painting. This means that he made
decisions while he was working on a
painting. Beginning with only a rough
idea of how it might look in the end.
He often pointed out that he would be
led by luck and chance when he was
working. What do you think he meant
by saying that? How do you work when
you produce a painting or a piece of
art? Do you have everything figured out
when you begin?

2
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Untitled (SELF-Portrait) Continued

It is not certain who is depicted in this
painting, but it is thought to be a selfportrait. Does the profile look familiar
to you, now that you’ve seen so many
items and paintings in the exhibition?
The head in this unfinished painting
forms a perfect example for Bacon’s
use of the Studio material and how
several images are blended together
to form a new image. The face
looks a little bit like Francis Bacon
himself, especially the hairdo and the
protruding lower lip. But the profile
also reminds us of George Dyer who
is depicted in numerous photos found
in the Studio. Furthermore the image
could be influenced by photographs of
the former French president Charles
De Gaulle, which were published in a
Spanish newspaper. Bacon had circled
around De Gaulle’s image in the
newspaper as if to mark it.
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Of course, you have to keep in mind
that the painting is not finished, but
even if Bacon had decided to make it
look more like one person or the other,
it would have been an image consisting
of several layers. It is no wonder
his paintings are regarded as being
enigmatic and elusive!
If you compare it to Bacon’s other
paintings that you have seen so far, it
is easy to decide that Untitled (SelfPortrait) is not finished. But when you
have a look at Untitled (Elongated
Walking Figure) (1949) or Untitled
(Kneeling Figure-Back View) (198082), is it as easy to say? How can you
tell that a painting is finished? Can you
know that at all?

Do you want to explore Francis Bacon’s world yourself?
You can use the Touch Screen Terminals in the Studio area
and atrium to find out more about Bacon’s life, his Studio
and his art.
Do you think Francis Bacon: A Terrible Beauty is a suitable
title for the exhibition? Why? It refers to W.B. Yeats poem
Easter 1916 from which contains the lines ‘All changed,
changed utterly: A terrible beauty is born.’ Suggest
another title.
Throughout this guide we have highlighted the names of
other artists that influenced Bacon. Why not take some time
and explore the lives and work of these artists as well. Can
you see why Bacon might have been interested in their work?

Always remember not to touch the artworks. Even clean
hands damage the delicate surfaces of paintings, frames,
sculptures and stained glass. Did you know that your
fingerprint leaves behind an oily mark that is invisible to the
eye when you touch something? The oil from your fingerprint
can damage artworks over time, so it is important to keep
a safe distance and stand back from the artwork you’re
looking at.
And don’t forget:

Archival Material: Collection Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane.
All images: © The Estate of Francis Bacon. All rights reserved / DACS, London 2009.
(except Three Studies for figures of the Base of a Crucifixion, c. 1994, ©Tate London, 2009)
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